The invention concern's new method and devices for rehabilitation of therapeutic properties of bathing water in lakes by stratified salt
concentration. The method is to induce surface water with low salinity concentration under lower layers of water, with a higher salinity
concentration in a gravitational continue water flow; water mix, water transportation and diffusion of rehabilitated water on the surface,
in the upper layer under the direct osmosis. The method is based on the two principles:
1.principle of communicating vessels
2.principle of direct osmosis
Operation takes place automatically according to the gradient of concentration in the mixing chamber.
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ADVANTAGES
Water mixing is done in laminar
regime without causing any natural
imbalance in the lake. The method
is carried out based on exclusive
use of natural phenomena without
the involvement of artificial
sources of energy. The method is
environmentally friendly and they
do not affect the natural balance of
lakes. Other advantages are:
1. novel method for the rehabilitation
of water treatment properties of
bathing in salt lakes layer with
stratified salt concentration.
2. introduction of gravitational water
bathing the surface layer of brine
flow in the substrate at any depth
and rehabilitation of its therapeutic
qualities of direct osmosis brine
from underground.
3. summer use is organic method
without artificial energy sources.
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APPLICATIONS
The invention is the result of
research carried out under
AGRAL / PNCDI the project on
"Studies on the complex
assessment and recovery
solutions for lakes in Ocna Sibiu
as a tourist and leisure spa
healing" developed during 2004 2006 (Research Contract No.
8471. 2004) and one of the
technological solutions proposed
for the recovery of lakes within
the project. Field of use is the
water quality rehabilitation
curative bathing in salt lakes
layer is missing vertical
movement of water through water
stirring with high concentration
by the deep and communicating
vessels through direct osmosis.
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